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Original Article
A method for correcting a moving heat
source in analyses with coarse temporal
discretization
Marian Partzsch1, Michael Beitelschmidt1 and
Michael M Khonsari2
Abstract
The numerical simulation of a moving heat source from a fixed point observer is often done by discretely adjusting its
position over the steps of a thermal transient analysis. The efficiency of these simulations is increased when using a
coarse temporal discretization whilst maintaining the quality of results. One systematic error source is the rare update of
a nonconstant moving heat source with regard to its magnitude and location. In this work, we present an analysis of the
error and propose a correction approach based on conserving the specified heat from a continuous motion in analyses
with large time-step sizes. Deficiencies associated with the correction in special motion situations are identified by means
of performance studies and the approach is extended accordingly. The advantages of applying the proposed correction
are demonstrated through examples.
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Introduction
A great majority of modern machine tools rely on
simulation-based software to accurately and
efficiently guide and execute instructions for the
machine parts to function properly with enhanced
productivity.1 One of the crucial parameters in control
of components in relative sliding motion is friction and
its associated thermal effects. Thermally-induced dis-
tortion is, in fact, recognized to be responsible for
50–80% of manufacturing defects.2 To this end,
detailed consideration of thermal effects in machine
tools is of paramount importance, particularly when
multiaxial relative sliding motion is involved.3
Thermal analysis of components with relative
motion involves either dry sliding or moving heat
source. Blok4 developed the first analytical solution
involving a moving heat source and coined the con-
cept of flash temperature in analyzing the behavior of
gears. Since then, the analytical treatment of problems
with moving heat source (Jaeger solution5) has succes-
sively evolved to include different shapes and config-
urations6 in a variety of applications in tribology,7
modern production processes involved in welding8
and milling,9 as well as wheel–track contact in rail
vehicle technology.10
Nevertheless, applicability of analytical approaches
to complex problems is limited and often requires one
to resort to numerical treatment.11 Therefore, in ana-
lyses that require detailed and accurate results near
the contact zone (e.g. in wear analysis12) one often
uses a moving-observer description, which converts
the problem to an equivalent advection-diffusion-pro-
blem that requires a comparatively low computational
effort.13 In contrast, methods developed in this study
can be applied efficiently by formulating the problem
using a fixed observer. This is important if the system
experiences significant influence away from the con-
tact zone related to the movement and/or in the cases
where several structural variabilities are to be con-
sidered. In these instances, the motion itself is usually
considered discretely within the steps of a transient
analysis,14 which yields a continuous motion when
using an infinitely small time-step size. This approach
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is comparatively expensive in computational efforts
and limits its application to rather small systems.15
Therefore, many workers proposed alternative
methods to reduce the computational efforts.
Examples include moving fine-meshed contact
zone16 or implementation of special elements that
consider time as a basic degree of freedom within
their formulation.17 But since the theoretical complex-
ity of these methods impede or even prevent their
implementation in commonly used FE software,
they do not enjoy a widespread use in engineering
applications.
The work presented here is a part of a project
dedicated to the development of a procedure to
reduce the calculation effort of transient thermal ana-
lyses with structural variabilities in a rather simple
and easy to implement way. Accordingly, a general
applicability in common calculation software is one
goal of this development. The principle scope is to
use a coarse time-step size for integrating and simi-
larly countering the resulting defects with low-effort
correction methods. In this way the overall efficiency
of these simulations, namely the ratio between results
quality and required effort is increased significantly as
it saves computation time and memory of every
skipped load step. These savings may become essen-
tial to handle problems that require very extensive
simulations in current and future machine tool
engineering,18 especially since initial signs of an immi-
nent end of Moore’s law have begun to appear in
outlines.19
This paper deals with the correction of defects
caused by the rarely updated moving heat input
(RUMHI error) within the contact zone between
bodies in relative motion. This specific error source
within these coarsely time-discretized analyses directly
causes an incorrect energy input in the system via the
boundary condition that represents the friction or the
moving load. It is obvious that in general an
erroneous amount of energy within the system directly
causes an error in the calculations of the results.
Hence, an appropriate corrective treatment of the
error source with a coarse time-step size must be
developed to maintain the desired accuracy.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We first
introduce the necessary background of the method
for considering motions in thermal simulations.
Next, we present the development of the standard
correction method for the RUMHI problem, check
its performance and identify remaining methodical
caused defects that will be corrected subsequently.
Finally, we present the overall performance using
the correction approach in total and evaluate the
achieved outcomes.
Motion inclusion and standard correction
In this section, we will present the details of the simu-
lation method and introduce the standard correction
for the RUMHI problem. The basic idea of this cor-
rection is presented in Partzsch and Beitelschmidt.20
However, the applicability of the method was
restricted to the treatment of sections on the station-
ary body that are sufficiently away from the end
points of the motion. Here, we will extend the correc-
tion approach to enable general applicability.
Review of the simulation method
The procedure to include motions in thermal analyses
is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 and explained
in detail in Partzsch and Beitelschmidt.21 The motion
is basically realized by applying a rigid displacement
on the moving body that is discretely changing over
the load steps Ln at the related times tLn pursuant to a
specified motion profile s(t). As indicated in Figure 1,
s(t) is defined towards the rear of the moving body,
thus covering the stationary body in the section
sðtLn Þ ¼ sLn; sLn þ lM
 
at load-step Ln.
In this fashion, the structure of the model is com-
pletely known at all times, allowing one to appropri-
ately apply the frictional heat flux to the current
contact zone as an ordinary thermal Neumann
boundary condition _qNðtÞ (index N denotes the yet
to be not corrected heat flux). In the subsequent sec-
tions, we refer to the combination of the given pro-
cesses as the moving load profile sðtÞ; _qNðtÞ½ . The
friction is generally superposed with aheat flux that
represents the conduction, a physical effect not con-
sidered in this paper. Afterwards, both involved
bodies are loaded with the resulting contact load _qLn
and solved as individual thermal problems. This
approach yields the numerical representation of a
continuous motion when using t ! 0.
The discrete displacement of the moving heat input
basically represents an abrupt changing of the load
state for the stationary body, enforcing an avoidance
of transient integration schemes with explicit parts in
their rule because the solution may suffer from numer-
ically caused oscillations.22 Furthermore, multistep
methods are pointless in the context of constantly
changing loads, resulting in an application of the
implicit Euler method, the most basic fully implicit
integration scheme.
Another important aspect of these simulations is
the size of time-steps especially when aiming for a
coarse temporal discretization. Since the focus is on
the simulation of moving structures, it is beneficial to
use a constant displacement step size s as indicated
Figure 1. Procedure for including motions.
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in Figure 1. In case of accelerated motions with a
velocity of vðtÞ ¼ d
dt
sðtÞ this requires an adjustment
of the actual applied time-step size t in the following
fashion
s ¼
Z tLnþt
tLn
vðtÞdt¼! const:
) t ¼ f ðvðtÞ,sÞ 6¼ const: when d
2
dt2
sðtÞ 6¼ 0
ð1Þ
The rationale for the implementation of this
approach for determining t is part of the strategy
for countering a different error source in these
coarsely time-discretized analyses described in
Partzsch and Beitelschmidt.23 For the RUMHI
defect correction in principle, it is not vital which
kind of time-step sizing is actually chosen but the
deduction and final form of the correction are struc-
tured more elegantly if a constant s is used.
The displacement step size is furthermore used to
define a dimensionless number  that serves as a char-
acteristic measurement for the actual applied level of
temporal discretization. With the length lM of the
moving contact zone in the direction of motion,  is
defined as the ratio
 :¼ lM
s
with 51 ð2Þ
The lower limit of  prevents the occurrences of
contact zone sections on the stationary body that do
not see any load at all during the discrete passage of
the moving body. Obviously, as s ! 0,  ! 1 and
the motion becomes continuous.
Detailed mechanism of the RUMHI error
Because of the separate treatment during solution, the
moving body may be considered as a system with a
non-constant load (see Figure 1). This is a standard
and well manageable problem in structural mechanics,
even for larger t. Thus, we solely focus on the effects
of the motion on the stationary body, for which the
separate solution basically yields the more complex
moving-load problem.
Looking at the illustrated simulation procedure in
Figure 1 again, we see that in the actual considered
load-step Ln at time tLn the moving load is located at
sLn ¼ sðtLn Þ. It has moved there discretely from its pre-
vious position at sðtLn1 Þ ¼ sLn  lM=. The amount of
heat QLn that is put in the system via load-step Ln
results to
QLn ¼ lMwM tLn  _qLn with
_qLn ¼ _qNðtLn Þ and tLn ¼ tLn  tLn1
ð3Þ
where wM denotes the extension of the contact zone
perpendicular to the direction of motion. We see that
in noncorrected simulations, the active contact load
_qLn is directly determined from the friction process.
The relevant loading time tLn is the time-step size.
Now the actual problem of this procedure is that
the load-step Ln provides the energy input for the
whole period of tLn1; tLn
 
at once. Especially for non-
constant processes _qNðtÞ 6¼ const:, this generally
results in an amount of introduced heat that differs
from that provided by a continuous motion
QLn
lMwM
¼ tLn  _qNðtLnÞ 6¼
Z tLn
tLn1
_qNðtÞdt ð4Þ
Furthermore, QLn is solely provided to the cur-
rently covered section sLn; sLn þ lM
 
, which in case
of vðtÞ 6¼ const: leads to an erroneous energy distribu-
tion even for _qNðtÞ ¼ const: for which the provided
amount of energy is correct (equation (4) turns into
an equality).
In summary, we face the issue of evaluating an
integral solely by the value of its integrand on the
upper limit, but here for both of the discretely chan-
ging entities of time and location. This combination of
the resulting defects renders this two-dimensional
problem difficult to handle.
Now, systems with two bodies sliding relatively to
each other are usually affected by a frictional heat
production that is governed by a velocity depending
friction law24 _qNðtÞ ¼ f ð vðtÞ



Þ, a relation that could be
advantageous for the correction development. But
ordinary moving load systems, such as those encoun-
tered in welding technology, will very likely not show
such a relation since their height is usually adjustable
and therefore is independent of s(t). Thus, to include
these problems in the possible applications for the
correction, we will assume fully independent motion
and friction processes _qNðtÞ 6¼ f ðsðtÞÞ.
Development of the standard correction
When evaluating the performance of the correction,
we will only call on simulations that are temporally
discretized with  2 N to avoid a superposition with
defects caused by the kinematics of the motion.23
However, it is important to state explicitly that the
subsequently deducted correction methods are also
valid for the more usual and general simulations
with  =2N.
The RUMHI correction takes advantage of the
fact, that with the given s(t) and _qNðtÞ the heat input
in an arbitrary section of the stationary body caused
by the continuous motion is completely determined.
Thus, a process QprðtÞ can be found that contains the
respective amount of heat provided to the actual cov-
ered sections sðtÞ; sðtÞ þ lM½  at every time t (see
Figure 2). This process is convertible in a heat flux
_qmax ðtÞ that virtually would provide the exact heat
input in a transient simulation temporally discretized
with maximum coarseness. With this, a corrected
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heat flux is identified for the actual used time-
discretization .
At first, we consider a load moving with s(t) and
t 2 tS; tE½  directly from a position sS ¼ sðtSÞ to
sE ¼ sðtEÞ, subsequently referred to as endpoints of
the motion. Recall that s(t) as well as every other dis-
placement in Figure 2 is defined towards the rear of
the moving body. QprðtÞ is calculated in accordance
with the sketch in Figure 2 by dividing the passage of
the moving load in the two different phases of
entering and exiting the section of interest.
Furthermore, we define sIðtÞ ¼ sðtIÞ :¼ sðtÞ  lM as
the displacement or moment when the entry phase
would start in case of a complete transit. Similarly,
we designate the end of the exit phase with
sOðtÞ ¼ sðtOÞ :¼ sðtÞ þ lM. Now, considering the rele-
vant lengths of the load acting on sðtÞ; sðtÞ þ lM½ ,
the specified heat QprðtÞ is determined by
QprðtÞ :¼
Z t
tl ðtÞ
_QEnðÞd þ
Z tuðtÞ
t
_QExðÞd
with
_QEnðÞ
_QExðÞ
" #
¼ wM
sðÞ  sIðtÞ
sOðtÞ  sðÞ
 
_qFricðÞ
tl ðtÞ ¼
tS when sðtÞ  sS



4lM
tIðtÞ else

and tuðtÞ ¼
tE when sE  sðtÞ



4lM
tOðtÞ else

ð5Þ
We note that the lower and upper integration limits
tl ðtÞ and tuðtÞ are depending on whether the currently
considered position s(t) is located within one lM next
to the endpoints of the motion, an area that will sub-
sequently referred to as the end-section. If so, the
given motion profile does not contain a full transit
of the section of interest. Figure 2 illustrates this prob-
lem for a current s(t) located within the end-section
next to the start point of the motion so that sS 4 sIðtÞ.
It shows that the given motion profile sðtÞ 2 sS; sE½ 
only consists of an incomplete entry phase in the sec-
tion of interest. In contrast, the exit phase is complete
because sE 4 sOðtÞ.
As we can see in equation (3), a specific period of
time is always needed to convert the heat to a related
heat flux. Since we are striving for a _qmax ðtÞ that
exactly provides the associated QprðtÞ in the case of
a maximum coarse temporal discretization, it is
beneficial to first identify what transient step sizes
are actually possible at max. This information is
furthermore needed again and therefore stored in a
separate process maxðtÞ
maxðtÞ :¼
lM=smaxðtÞ when smax4lM
1 else

with smaxðtÞ :¼min sðtÞ sS



; sE sðtÞ




 
ð6Þ
We see the maximum discretization is basically the
ratio between lM and the distance to the nearest
endpoint of the motion, at least when the currently
considered displacement is located within the end-sec-
tion. This basically represents an overcoming of the
remaining distance towards or away from the end-
point via one single step. Outside of the end-sections,
maxðtÞ is governed by the no-load condition 51
introduced in equation (2).
With this, the desired relevant time periods
tmaxðtÞ are obtained by taking the procedure of
those simulations into account, wherein the heat pro-
vided via a specific load-step depends on the used
time-step size (see equations (1) and (3)) – more pre-
cisely – the difference to the previous simulation time.
Hence
tmaxðtÞ :¼ t tpreðtÞ with
sðtpreðtÞÞ  sðtÞ



¼! lM
maxðtÞ
and tpreðtÞ5 t
ð7Þ
According to equation (3), the desired heat flux
_qmax ðtÞ now results to
_qmax ðtÞ :¼
1
lMwM
QprðtÞ
tmaxðtÞ
ð8Þ
Now the correction formula for determining the
standard-corrected (Index S) heat flux _qSðtÞ in simu-
lations with C (Index C for coarse temporal discret-
ization) is derived along two fundamental limiting
cases for which an exact heat input is required
_qSðt, C ¼ maxðtÞÞ ¼
! 1
maxðtÞ
_qmax ðtÞ
and _qSðt, C ! 1Þ¼
!
_qNðtÞ
ð9Þ
The scaling with the reciprocal of maxðtÞ (see equa-
tion (6)) within the first requirement reflects the fact
that in case of maxðtÞ4 1, the section sðtÞ; sðtÞ þ lM½ 
will be covered a multiple times with the moving load.
The linear character of the scaling, therefore, is rea-
soned by the linearity of the problem of heat accumu-
lation, a beneficial behavior of the problem that is
utilized several times more in the subsequent
deductions.
To fulfill the requirements of equation (9) and the
linearity of the problem, we propose the following
Figure 2. Phases of transit for heat input calculation.
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definition for the standard correction for heat flux
_qSðt, CÞ
_qSðt, CÞ :¼ _qNðtÞ þ
1
C
½ _qmax ðtÞ  maxðtÞ _qNðtÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
¼: _qerrðtÞ
ð10Þ
where the last term is grouped into the error asso-
ciated with the heat flux _qerrðtÞ that is independent
of the used C and therefore determinable prior to
the actual simulation out of s(t) and _qNðtÞ. Now,
having those three processes as simulation input, the
evaluation of the standard corrected heat flux at a
specific simulation time tLn solely depends on the tem-
poral discretization and is therefore independent of
the used spatial discretization and the moving load
profile sðtÞ; _qNðtÞ½ .
Performance of the standard correction
For performance evaluation, we forego any applica-
tion in a real simulation and focus instead exclusively
on the energy input provided within the different types
of simulation since this is the specific aspect of those
analyses the correction is actually acting on.
Nevertheless, we will see at the end of this paper
that the energy input correlates very well with the
resulting temperature rise, a relation that was also
already confirmed in Partzsch and Beitelschmidt.20
We determine the location-depended heat input
with calculations wherein the various time discrete
motions (see analysis procedure) are conducted virtu-
ally and similar to an actual simulation. The summed
heat brought in by the complete motion profile is pre-
sented via bar diagrams (as seen in Figure 3). Therein,
the abscissa that represents the stationary body is dis-
cretized with the displacement step size sC ¼ lM=C,
the maximum resolution of local variations in the
coarse simulations. Furthermore, in all of the heat
input plots the heat provided by the reference simula-
tion (Index R) prior to the first load step time of a
coarse simulation is added manually to heat maps of
the coarse simulations (named: preL1-manipulation),
so as not to distract the performance evaluation with
this adverse and nonavoidable heat defect.
We firstly examine the standard correction at an
accelerated motion sðtÞ ¼ 1m
s2
 t2; t 2 ½0; 2 with
_qNðtÞ ¼ 1 Wm2s2  t
2 and lM ¼ wM ¼ 1m. Figure 3 (left)
shows the resulting heat input for all involved sections
in the borderline case of maximum coarseness C ¼ 1.
We see how too much energy is put in the system in
the noncorrected simulation and how in contrast the
corrected heat flux provides exactly the reference
amount of energy, as intended by the design of the
correction method. Reference and corrected heat
input differ only with regard to their distribution,
which is an unavoidable resolution problem in the
coarse discretized simulations and not observable in
Figure 3 (left) due to the axis division.
At the right in Figure 3, we map the same motion
but this time coarsely discretized with an C ¼ 2, i.e.
the case in which the correction works the worst since
the energy is provided in a nonexact manner and the
least amount of steps are used. The improvement con-
cerning the heat input is still obvious, especially in the
area s 2 ½2; 3. In contrast, it seems like the correction
performance in the endpoint influenced sections
s 2 ½0; 2Þ and s 2 ð3; 5 is somehow impaired, a behav-
ior clearly visible in s 2 ½3:5; 4 where the corrected
heat input is even worse than for the uncorrected case.
Now, to investigate this unexpected performance,
we consult the heat input when simulating a constant
motion with sðtÞ ¼ 1m
s
 t and _qNðtÞ ¼ 1 Wm2. Therefore, a
coarse time discretization should not cause an RUMHI
error since a rarely update of the moving load will not
have any consequences, neither for the amount nor the
distribution of the provided heat. On such a load
Figure 3. Section-related heat input for an accelerated motion.
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profile the RUMHI correction is required to operate
without interfering the original load entry with regard
to the amount of heat provided.
In Figure 4 (left), we plotted the heat input due to
the different simulations of the constant motions
when using a coarse discretization of C ¼ 3.
Thereby, also a change of the reference discretization
becomes necessary because R=C 2 N must hold to
ensure a clear matching of the differently discretized
spatial sections. Outside the endpoint-sections
(s 2 ½2; 3), the correction as designed yields
_qerrðtÞ ¼ 0 meeting the demanded lack of impact.
In contrast, there is a noticeable effect next to the
upper endpoint s 2 ð3; 5, a region we will focus on
hereafter. Therein, it appears that the correction
yields an incorrect distribution of the heat whereby
the three latter sections are seeing too much load
and vice versa. If we take a look at the total heat
input Qes provided to this end-section s 2 ð3; 5, we
see that the correction does not provide the reference
amount of energy either. This aspect is presented for
some more C’s in Figure 4 (right) showing the sys-
tematic characteristic of this defect and indicating that
when using a finer temporal discretization, the cor-
rected simulations may yield a result quality worse
than in the uncorrected case. Now since the rare
evaluation of the load profile can be eliminated as a
reason because of its constant character, the cause for
the deviations must be found within the mode of oper-
ation of the standard correction.
End-section correction
A profound analysis and correction of the endpoint-
defects is crucial especially for oscillating motions
where every turning point involves two motions
(towards and away) through an endpoint section.
The observed impairments of the provided end-sec-
tion heat Qes will accumulate over every oscillation
and thus should not be neglected.
We are going to describe the functioning of the
standard correction for an arbitrary constant motion
sðtÞ ¼ vc  t and _qNðtÞ ¼ _qc near the endpoints
analytically. With this, the reason for the remaining
deficiencies of the standard correction are identified
and afterwards countered. For simplicity, we only
deal with the motion towards an upper endpoint
sE ¼ sðtEÞ, meaning t4tE and sðtÞ4sE. All other end-
point-affected motion situations may be treated simi-
larly and the correction method developed here is
valid for those as well.
Error heat flux for a constant load profile
Applying equation (5) to the given constant motion
and within the end-section sðtÞ 2 ðsE  lM; sE yields
the process of the provided heat QprðtÞ as follows
QprðtÞ
wM
¼
Z t
tlM
vc
sðÞþ lMsðtÞ½  _qcdþ
Z tE
t
sEsðÞ½  _qcd
¼ vc
2
t2þ vctE lMð Þt
h
þ tE lM
vc
2
tE

 
þ1
2
l2M
vc

_qc
with t2 tE
lM
vc
;tE
 
ð11Þ
The processes that store the information of
the maximum possible discretization (see equations
(6) and (7)) are specified for the constant motion as
well
maxðtÞ ¼
lM
vc tEtð Þ when t 2 tE 
lM
vC
; tE

 
1 when t ¼ tE
(
and
tmaxðtÞ ¼
 t tEð Þ when t 2 tE  lMvC ; tE

 
lM
vc
when t ¼ tE
8
<
:
ð12Þ
Figure 4. Heat input in end-section for a constant motion.
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Taking the last two equations, we can determine
the analytical expression of the error heat flux _qerrðtÞ
within the endpoint section along with equations (8)
and (10) to
_qerrðtÞ
_qc
¼ 1
lMwM
QprðtÞ= _qc
tmaxðtÞ
 maxðtÞ
¼
 vc ttEð ÞþlM½ 
2
2vc lM tEtð Þ when t 2 tE 
lM
vC
; tE

 
 1
2
when t ¼ tE
8
<
:
ð13Þ
Hence, for a constant motion profile the standard
correction yields an _qerrðtÞ that is hyperbolically
decreasing with _qerrðt ! tEÞ ¼ 1 and has a discon-
tinuity at the endpoint tE. In combination with the
simulation procedure, this explains not only the
occurrence of the erroneous energy input despite of
a constant motion profile but also the specific change
of too much or too little energy input with an increas-
ing C observed in Figure 4 (right). In a nutshell, this
conduct is reasoned by the equidistant displacement
of the moving load towards the endpoint, the equal
weighing of the involved load steps in the heat accu-
mulation, and the fact that the endpoint – which is
always providing too much energy – is necessarily
involved. A combination of these factors causes a
shift in which load-steps are the most relevant for
the final heat input. With an increasing C the influ-
ence of the endpoint load step drops and the load
steps on the rear hyperbola become dominant.
Heat input in the reference and standard-corrected
simulation
Knowing the analytical expression of _qerrðtÞ in
addition to the given load profile s(t) and _qNðtÞ
allows us to determine exactly the heat input in an
arbitrary section for both the reference and the stan-
dard-corrected simulation. A comparison of these is
used to identify a correction of this systematic error
caused by the methodology of the standard
correction.
We introduce a new endpoint-related indexing
i 2 N of sections Si and load-steps Li relevant for
the endpoint approach that is starting with i¼ 0 and
is increasing away from the endpoint (see Figure 5).
Thereby, the relevant sections are distinguished with
regard to their varying count of coverage in the coarse
simulations. In combination with the constant dis-
placement step size, this results in all sections having
the same length lSðCÞ ¼ lM=C ¼ s.
It also can be seen in Figure 5 that in simulations
with an  2 N the load-step Li¼ is the first one that
does not suffer from the hyperbola induced defects
(see equation (13)). Thus, only load-steps Li with
i ¼ 0 . . .  1 need to be end-section corrected.
Now the heat provided by a specific load-step Li in
one of the currently covered sections during a
standard corrected simulation may be determined
along equations (3) and (10) by evaluating _qerrðtÞ
(see equation (13)) at the related tLi ¼ tE  iC
lM
vc
:
S½i;iþC1,Li
QSðCÞ
¼ wM 
lM
C
|{z}
lSðCÞ
 1
C
lM
vc
|ffl{zffl}
tðCÞ
 _qc þ
1
C
_qerrðtLiÞ
 
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
_qSðtLi , CÞ
¼ _qcwM
1
2C
 l
2
M
vc
1 1
2C
when i ¼ 0
1 1
22
C
Cið Þ2
i
when i4 0
8
<
:
ð14Þ
With this, the total heat put in a specific section Si
results to
SiQSðCÞ
¼
Xi
j¼0
Si,LjQSðCÞ
¼ _qcwM
1
2C
l2M
vc
1þ i 1
2C
 1
22C


Xi
j¼1
C  jð Þ2
j
#
ð15Þ
Now, this heat is distributed equally over the full
length lSðCÞ of the section since it is accumulated by
multiple but complete coverage of Si.
In addition, the heat provided to Si by a reference
simulation may in principle be determined analogous
to equation (5), merely by adding a phase of total
coverage and adapting the times within the integra-
tion boarders accordingly. With this, the reference
heat SiQRðCÞ in this section results to
SiQRðCÞ ¼ _qcwM
1
2C
l2M
vc
iþ 1
2
 
ð16Þ
Examination of the last three equations reveals that
in case of a constant load profile all the different kinds
of heat have the same core _qcwMl
2
M
 
= 2Cvc
 
within
their calculation rule. They differ solely by a scaling
factor which itself is only depending on the section
identifier i and the measurement of temporal
discretization C.
Figure 5. Relevant sections and load steps at endpoint
approach.
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Deduction of the correction factors
For the identification of an appropriate correction
method it must be kept in mind how the heat provi-
sion in Si works within a coarse simulation (see
Figure 5). When keeping the basic simulation proced-
ure, the only possibility of intervention within a
coarse simulation is an adjustment of the acting heat
flux _qNðtLiÞ (or _qSðtLiÞ after standard correction).
Hence, a correction of the specified heat must be
done gradually within the involved load-steps.
Furthermore, demanding the end-section (Index E)
corrected heat input SiQEðCÞ to be equal the reference
heat input SiQRðCÞ yields the following rule
SiQEðCÞ ¼
Xi1
j¼0
LjCEðCÞ  Si,LjQSðCÞ
zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{
¼ Si1QRðCÞ
þ LiCEðCÞ  Si,LiQSðCÞ
¼! SiQRðCÞ
ð17Þ
Now when evaluating this at i¼ 0, the sum term in
front vanishes and the remaining expression turns into
a fully determined relation to identify the end-section
correction factor for the endpoint load-step. With
equations (14) and (16), we get
L0CEðCÞ ¼ S0
QRðCÞ
S0,L0QSðCÞ
¼ 1=2
1 1
2C
¼ C
2C  1
for i ¼ 0
ð18Þ
In equation (17), it is furthermore already indicated
how in case of i> 1 the problem of solving a linear
system of equations to determine the unknown cor-
rection factors LiCEðCÞ is bypassed, namely by virtu-
ally considering all sections closer to the endpoint to
be already end-section corrected. In this case, the con-
tribution of the load-steps L0 till Li1 to the heat
input in section Si is equal to the reference heat
input in Si1 (see Figure 5). Taking equations (14)
and (16) into account, a direct determination of
LiCEðCÞ is possible by
LiCEðCÞ ¼ Si
QRðCÞ  Si1QRðCÞ
Si,LiQSðCÞ
¼ 1
1 1
22
C
Cið Þ2
i
¼ 2i  
2
C
2i  2C  C  ið Þ
2
for 14i4 1
ð19Þ
Please note that due to the linear relation between
heat and heat flux (see equation (3)) the correction
factors presented in the last two equations are also
valid to properly scale the related heat fluxes. Now,
with i representing the remaining load-steps to the
closest endpoint the heat flux in an end-section cor-
rected simulation follows from the standard corrected
heat flux _qSðtLi , Þ (see equation (10)) to
_qEðtLi , CÞ ¼ LiCEðCÞ  _qSðtLi , CÞ with
LiCEðCÞ ¼
C
2C1 when i ¼ 0
2i2
C
2i2
C
 Cið Þ2
when i ¼ 1 . . . C  1
1 when i5
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
ð20Þ
At this point, this expression is only valid for one
single motion from a starting point sS to an endpoint
sE for which its performance will be analyzed
afterwards.
Performance of the end-section correction
The monitoring of the needed step-distance i to the
closest endpoint within a motion containing
simulation is based on the total amount of the
required load-steps to overcome the distance between
sS and sE (see Figure 2), which is determined simul-
taneously to the currently used displacement step size
s (briefly described in Partzsch and Beitelschmidt23).
An integration of the end-section correction in those
simulations but also in their virtual representation
used for the performance analyses therefore is easily
made.
In Figure 6 (left), the heat input for the end-section
corrected simulation (orange) of a constant motion is
confronted with the results of the other simulations
presented in Figure 4 (left). This time, a coarse ¼ 2 is
used since Figure 4 (right) indicates that this case
shows the largest discrepancy between the standard
corrected (red) and reference simulation (blue). It is
obvious that due to the end-section correction the
required absence of impact when RUMHI correcting
a constant load profile – for which in fact a correction
is not necessary since equation (4) therefore turns to
be equal – is obtained. Next to the pursued equaliza-
tion of the provided amount of heat, the end-section
correction is also coincidentally adjusting the misdis-
tribution of the heat input.
Further, the remaining differences between the ref-
erence and end-section corrected simulations in the
sections 4; 4:5½  and 4:5; 5½  are caused by an insuffi-
ciently fine temporal discretization of the reference.
Hence, R ¼ 100 is still too low and the coarse end-
section corrected simulation yields better results as the
reference with regards to the total heat input in these
sections. This is why in Figure 4 (right) an R  1000
is been used.
Figure 6 (right) presents the heat input for the
accelerated motion profile already treated in
Figure 3. Looking at the end-sections where the
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latest correction solely acts, there is also a significant
improvement of the section-related heat input observ-
able, especially towards the noncorrected case (green).
Despite that, the overall amount of heat input is
worse than in the standard corrected simulation
QRjsm QEjsm



4 QRjsm QSjsm



. This is reasoned
by the basic nature of the standard correction to
underestimate the heat input for an accelerated load
profile in simulations with  away from the exact lim-
iting cases (see equation (9)). Furthermore, the stand-
ard correction for the S ¼ 2 used in Figure 6 (right)
yields an overestimation in the end-sections (see
Figure 4, right). Hence, we have two adverse effects
of the standard correction which coincidentally cancel
each other out for the exemplary load profile. This is a
non-systematic behavior on which one cannot in gen-
eral rely upon and therefore not a valid refutation for
the application of the end-section correction.
In summary, the performance analyses confirm the
end-section correction to be an efficient tool for
improving the result quality of coarsely time-discre-
tized moving load simulations.
Double endpoint impairment
Before this section is closed, we also wish to address
one more aspect that is important to know for a gen-
eral application of the end-section correction. Until
now, we left out the more general case of a moving
load positioned between the two endpoints of the cur-
rent motion in a way that the calculation of the
related QprðtÞ (see equation (5)) is affected by both
end-sections simultaneously, a case that happens if
sE  sSj j5 2lM.
Now, the procedure of the standard correction is
principally the same in such a situation (see equations
(5) to (10)). Also, the deduction of the end-section
correction (see equations (11) to (19)) runs similar
but is considerably more extensive due to the required
consideration of the possible two-sided limitation.
For this reason, we will only give the resulting correc-
tion factor here, whereby this time a clear distinction
of the step-distances ~iS ¼ jsðtLn Þ  sSj=s 2 N and
~iE ¼ jsðtLn Þ  sEj=s 2 N to the endpoints is vital.
The final correction factor valid for double, single
or no endpoint affection is
L~iS j~iE
CEðCÞ ¼
2iM
2
C
2iM
2
C  C  iSð Þ
2 C  iEð Þ2
with iM ¼ min iS, iEð Þ 4
!
0
and
iS
iE
 
¼
~iS
~iE
" #
when
~iS
~iE
" #
5 C
C else
8
>
<
>
:
ð21Þ
In case of sE  sSj j5 lM, also the load-steps at the
endpoints with a related iM¼ 0 are affected by the
end-section influence of the opposite endpoint and
would require a similar redetermination of their cor-
rection factors (see equation (18)). Instead, here we
propose an alternative way to treat the endpoints in
the next section.
Turning point correction
Within the wide spectrum of technological relevant
moving load problems, the analyzed motions are
often carried out back and forth. The correction
methods therefore need to deal with these kinds of
motion profiles that consist of multiple of the single
motion sections treated in the previous sections with
alternating directions that are concatenated at the
turning points.
Consistent extended correction at turning points
Before the RUMHI corrections are applied, it is cru-
cial to examine how in general the time discrete simu-
lations operate at turning points (index T) and what
consequences result due to the corrections. The step-
wise motion towards and away from a turning point is
presented schematically in Figure 7. As illustrated, the
Figure 6. Heat input with end-section correction.
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single load-step LT at the turning point is simultan-
eously a part of both involved motion sections, and
hence it must represent both domains with regard to
the specified heat. The correction methods need to be
adapted accordingly.
The standard correction is based on the error heat
flux which again depends on the specified heat in the
actual covered section sLT; sLT þ lM
 
. Consistently
adapting it for use at the turning point, equations
(5) and (10) turn to
_qSðtLT ,C,in,C,ouÞ :¼ _qNðtLTÞ
þ 2
C,inþ C,ou
 
QprðtLTÞ
lMwM tLT  tLT1
  1  _qNðtTÞ
" #
with
QprðtLTÞ QprðtLT  Þ þQprðtLT þ Þ; ! 0
ð22Þ
where maxðtLTÞ ¼ 1 has already been incorporated.
Also, the isolated character of the turning point is
enhanced once more since the prescribed heat is
approximately twice as high as at the adjacent dis-
placements. Furthermore, it takes into account the
principal possibility of differing temporal
discretizations for the motion towards (C,in) and
away from (C,ou) the endpoint. Although using the
arithmetic mean of the involved ’s is not exactly cor-
rect, this is a reasonable approximation since the over-
all time-step sizing always depends on a governing
gov yielding very similar C,in  C,gov and
C,ou  C,gov (see time-step sizing method in
Partzsch and Beitelschmidt23).
The end-section correction at the turning point is
also affected and therefore needs to be updated as
well. Following the deduction process described
from equations (14) to (20) yields
LT¼̂L0CEðC,in, C,ouÞ ¼ 1 ð23Þ
The given expression thereby assumes that the
QprðtLTÞ is not affected by the previous endpoint.
Performance with consistent turning point
correction
To examine the behavior when running in and out of
a turning-point, once more constant load profiles with
_qNðtÞ ¼ 1 Wm2 and sðtÞ ¼ vc  t are consulted since no
impairments caused by a low resolved load will
occur. The actual displacement profiles sl,rðtÞ with
the resulting heat maps in the end-sections are
shown in Figure 8. In the left column, a motion is
chosen with vc,in ¼ vc,ou resulting in a symmetric
behavior towards the turning point at tLT,l ¼ 2s. The
right column contains a motion asymmetric towards
tLT,r ¼ 1s with vc,in



 6¼ vc,ou



. The red dots indicate
when the motion processes are evaluated within a
coarse simulation with a constant s ¼ lM=c.
Now, the focus is on the ability of handling the
heat input at the turning-point load-step. This can
be viewed at the isolated location s 2 4:5; 5½ ¼̂S0
since this section of the stationary body is loaded
solely by LT. For the symmetric profile, all different
simulations provide the same amount of heat in S0
confirming the deducted correction factor for the
turning-point (equation (23)).
In contrast when examining the asymmetric pro-
file, there are differences in the heat input by the
coarse simulations observable, even though the ref-
erence simulation is providing the same heat as for
the symmetric profile due to the constant
_qNjr,lðtÞ ¼ _qc. Comparing furthermore the heat differ-
ences in S0 and in the adjacent sections, they can be
found to remain the same in S1¼̂ 4; 4:5½  while van-
ishing completely in S2¼̂ 3:5; 4½ , that section that is
unaffected by the turning point coverage at first.
This identifies the cause for the remaining differ-
ences to lie solely in a defective consideration of
the turning point within the coarse simulations, at
least when temporally discretized away from the
borderline cases (see equation (9)). Please note,
that the end-section corrected simulation provides
the reference heat in S0 in the case of C ¼ 1, a
heat map we renounce to give here.
The actual explanation for the remaining misbe-
havior can be found in the affiliation of the turning
point to both of the involved and generally differing
motions. In the end, it is not possible to capture the
properties of both parts when only the displacement
profile of the motion towards the endpoint is con-
sulted to determine the t used for calculations.
The possible discontinuity of the motion profiles
at a turning point, more exactly the differing virtual
residence periods tLT  tLT1 6¼ tLTþ1  tLT will lead in
general to an erroneous heat input. Since its value
basically increases with the level of how the
involved motions differ, this remaining error
source may not be treated independently of the
mapped motion.
Analytical heat input at turning points
It has been shown, that the nature of the error heat
input at the turning points prevents a reasonable cor-
rection of it while similarly maintaining the indepen-
dency from the moving load profile sðtÞ; _qNðtÞ½ .
Hence, a violation of this independency is inevitable
Figure 7. Time discrete passage of a turning point.
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for correction but in turn allows to work exactly at the
turning points in also arbitrarily coarse simulations.
The exact determination of heat input in S0 based
on the given load profile sðtÞ; _qNðtÞ½  is done this time
during the simulation directly prior before calculating
LT. From this, the resulting turning point heat flux
_qTðtLTÞ is deduced and afterwards applied to
sLT; sLT þ lM
 
. In the general case of a differing tem-
poral discretization for the involved motion sections,
meaning C,in 6¼ C,ou with related but different S0,in
and S0,ou, _qTðtLTÞ is determined with:
_qTðtLT , C,in, C,ouÞ ¼
S0Qpr,in
lM=C,in tLT  tLT1
 
þ S0Qpr,ou
lM=C,ou tLT  tLT1
 
with
S0Qpr,in
S0Qpr,ou
 
¼
R tLT
tLT1
Fsgn  ðsLT  sðÞÞ þ lM=C,in
 
_qNðÞd
R tLTþ1
tLT
Fsgn  ðsLT  sðÞÞ þ lM=C,ou
 
_qNðÞd
2
4
3
5
and Fsgn ¼ sgn sLT1  sLT
 
ð24Þ
Therein, Fsgn carries the information if actually
a lower (sðtLTÞ5 sðtLT  Þ) or upper (sðtLT Þ4
sðtLT  Þ) turning point is considered.
The application of directly determining the exact
_qTðtLTÞ via equation (24) requires to compute the
involved integrals for the first time during simulation.
Since this is required only once per motion section
and the additional effort is usually still negligible
compared to the rest of the solution process (mainly
solving the whole system at every load-step), the
related decrease in efficiency enhancement may be
accepted with confidence.
Performance of the turning point correction
In Figure 9, the resulting heat input maps are shown
for two different motions. While still _qNðtÞ ¼ 1 Wm2 is
considered active, this time also the used processes
s(t) and the resulting _qerrðtÞ are given visually to add-
itionally illustrate some further aspects of the
correction behavior. In the right column, a motion
composed out of two concatenated accelerated
parabolas with sl ðtÞ ¼ 1ms2 t
2 when t 2 0s, 2sð  and
sl ðtÞ ¼ 1ms2 ðt 2sÞ
2 þ 4m when t 2 2s, 4sð  is pic-
tured, whereas the right column contains a sinusoidal
motion with srðtÞ ¼ 2m sin =2s  ðt 1Þð Þ þ 1½ .
For both motions in Figure 9, the load is basically
carrying out the same but opposite movement on the
forward and backward trip. In each case, this leads to
identical error heat flux processes within in the differ-
ent sections of the same motion (see the periodicity
_qerrjl,r in t 2 0s, 2sð Þ and t 2 2s, 4sð Þ). Also, it can be
observed that the standard correction acts (meaning
_qerr 6¼ 0) as expected particularly in sections of s(t)
with high curvature  ¼ f ð d2
dt2
sðtÞÞ. Thereby, an accel-
erated motion yields a related _qerrðtÞ4 0 and vice
versa (see sinusoidal motion in Figure 9 (right)).
Comparing furthermore the _qerrjlðtÞ of the acceler-
ated section of sl ðtÞ during t 2 0s, 2sð Þ with its related
single section heat map presented in Figure 6 (right),
we see that the performance of the RUMHI correc-
tion away from the limiting cases (C 4 1) performs
lower in case of stronger changing _qerrjlðtLn Þ. This
basically demonstrates the reason for the already
mentioned resolution limitation of the method and
can be seen particularly when the heat input in
s 2 1:5m; 3:5m½  in Figure 6 is compared with the dir-
ectly responsible _qerrjlðtLnÞ within tLn 2 1s;
ffiffiffi
3
p
s
 
in
Figure 9 (right).
Now focusing again on the turning point behavior
viewable at location s 2 4; 5½  in the heat maps of
Figure 9, it can be seen that for both motion profiles
the special treatment of directly determining the
Figure 8. Heat input with end-section correction.
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required heat flux for LT (see equation (24)) once
more significantly improves the capability of the
coarse simulation to map the reference. Next to the
highly asymmetric profile in the left column, this also
corrects the sinusoidal profile on the right which is
actually symmetric towards the turning point but suf-
fers from the high curvature around it. There, using
the turning point correction also results in a notable
gain in result quality because the already mentioned
resolution limitation in case of a nonborderline
C 4 1 is bypassed, an unintended but beneficial
side-effect.
Performance analysis of the full RUMHI correction
method
For a final and overall evaluation of its performance,
the correction is acting on a load profile sðtÞ; _qNðtÞ½ 
whose s(t) is composed out of concatenated deceler-
ated parabolas. This time, a velocity-depending
_qNðtÞ ¼ 1 kWs
2
m4


dsðtÞ
dt
2
is applied because that gener-
ally aggravates the negative effect of using a coarse
t, whereby the comparatively high scaling factor is
simply used to subsequently gain a considerable tem-
perature rise. Both processes plus the resulting _qerrðtÞ
are depicted in Figure 10 (top-row, left). There, it is
indicated especially by the initial three to four load-
steps of each period after a turning point that the
actual amount of _qerrðtLn Þ is rather dominated by the
gradient or curvature of the original load profile pro-
cesses while it depends only secondarily on the current
height of _qNðtLnÞ. Also, the ratio _qerrðtLnÞ= _qNðtLnÞ is
remarkably high away from turning points.
To further check the effects of the correction when
actually in use, this time also some comparative finite
element (FE) analyses are performed to investigate
how the correction of the provided heat affects the
resulting temperature of the body exposed to the
moving load. The FE model of the exemplary prob-
lem can be seen in Figure 10 (top-row right). For
meshing the stationary body with quadratic elements,
an element size of h ¼ lW=10 was chosen and no
special refinement towards the heat input area has
been applied. Choosing such an arbitrary mesh is rea-
sonable since the ability of the FE model to yield real-
istic temperature results is actually out of our
particular interest in these studies. Also, the FE
block representing the moving body is only for illus-
tration since the stationary body is solely affected by
the moving load. The required material parameters
for a thermal analysis (density , conductivity l, spe-
cific heat capacity c) are considered to describe an
Figure 9. Turning point correction for parabolic and sinusoidal displacements.
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idealized steel and are given as applied in Figure 10
top row right as well. The resulting temperatures
which are consulted for comparison are taken from
the blue path also shown on the model, hence from
nodes positioned directly in the middle of the bound-
ary area which is exposed to the moving load. Now
for reproducing the results, especially those of the ref-
erence calculation where sR=h ¼ 10=R =2N, it is
important to know that in general the moving load
covers the element layers under the front and rear of it
only partially. If so, a linear adjustment of the applied
heat flux pursuant to the present ratio of coverage is
required (see Partzsch and Beitelschmidt21 for more
details).
The middle row of Figure 10 presents two heat
maps resulting from the given load profile. There,
the abscissa of the left one is discretized in accordance
to the resolution limit s of the coarse simulations.
The bar heights but also the overall heat input given
in the legend both show clearly the beneficial impact
of the correction on the provided heat, even though
the coarse simulations are carried out in the most
unfavorable case of C ¼ 2. Comparing the different
simulations, it can be clearly identified how the
Figure 10. Load profile, FE model, and various results for performance analysis of the full RUMHI correction.
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different aspects of the correction presented during
the last sections of this paper counter the different
drawbacks of using a coarse t. In the right heat
map, the heat is related to the single element layers
in the load zone making the remaining deficiencies of
the method evidently. As expected, the resolution
limitation of the coarse simulation causes a significant
but tolerable misdistribution but also yields an obvi-
ously better heat provision than the noncorrected
case.
Finally, Figure 10 (bottom row, left) shows the
resulting temperatures evaluated at tLlast ¼ 8s.
Thereby only corner nodes are considered so that
the compared results are not disturbed by the numer-
ical noise expressed at middle nodes which usually
comes with the usage of higher order elements. It
can be seen clearly that the temperature rise directly
follows the provided heat for each of the different
simulations and that the fully corrected but coarse
simulation TT (purple) nearly yields the same results
as the reference TR (blue). Identifiable sources for
the remaining differences are the already mentioned
resolution and non-limiting-case drawbacks but also
the lack of the heat that is added manually to the heat
maps via the before mentioned preL1-manipulation,
an intervention which is not intended in an actual
simulation. The consequences of this missing heat
are solely found at sections where a virtual 0th load-
step would act, thus in the considered example at
½0m; lW ¼ 1m since sðtL0 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0m. In this section,
a clear drop of TT away from the reference TR is
observable especially when compared with the oppos-
ing end section. But the definite restriction of this
defect to this single lW-long section and its decreasing
influence in more long-term simulations justify its
neglect.
Another interesting aspect of these simulations is
illustrated in Figure 10 (bottom row, right). There, the
heat maps resulting from an increasing refinement of
the reference temporal discretization are confronted
with the worst full corrected coarse simulation with
C ¼ 2. It can be seen that for this specific load profile
a comparatively fine reference discretization of
R ¼ 10 still lacks some heat compared to the virtu-
ally continuous motion with R ¼ 1000, whereby the
sections covered at the turning points are affected in
particular. Overall, the considerable amount of
approximately 3.5% of heat is still missing due to
the RUMHI defects whilst already using an
R ¼ 10. That is why for the analyses in Figure 10 it
was necessary to apply an R ¼ 100 so the actual per-
formance of the correction could be demonstrated
appropriately. Considering furthermore, how very
well the coarse but fully corrected simulation
QTjC¼2 suits the reference QRj¼1000 at least when
related to the s-resolution, an application of the cor-
rection methods to identify the sufficient reference dis-
cretization is conceivable as well.
Summary and conclusions
This paper dealt with the development of a low-
cost correction method with the aim of keeping the
reference result quality in thermal analyses with a
translational structural variability despite using a
coarse time-step size. After a brief introduction to the
actual procedure of simulating these kinds of systems,
the error resulting from a rare update of the moving
load has been identified and a correction has been
developed based on the idea of providing exact heat
input in the two limiting cases of maximum coarse and
fine temporal discretization. Some remaining draw-
backs of this method near and directly at the turning
or end point of the mapped motion have been identi-
fied and corrected as well. Based on the respective step
distances ~iS and ~iE to the adjacent turning points and
under the simplifying assumption of C ¼ C,in ¼ C,ou,
the corrected heat flux for a coarse simulation in sum-
mary results to (see equations (10), (20), (21), (24) for
the nonsimplified case or details concerning some of
the used variables or quantities):
_qCðt ¼ tL~iS ,~iE , CÞ ¼
2iM
2
C
2iM
2
C
 CiSð Þ2 CiEð Þ2
 _qNðtÞ þ 1C _qerrðtÞ
h i
when iM 4 0
R tLTþ1
tLT1
Fsgn sLTsðÞð ÞþlM=C½  _qNðÞd
lM=C tLTtLT1ð Þ
when iM ¼ 0
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
ð25Þ
Except at the turning-points, the corrected heat
flux is always determined from the basic load process
and a predetermined error heat flux via simple and
least-effort arithmetic operations. Therefore, its appli-
cation is trouble-free and can be incorporated in the
overall simulation process namely prior to the correc-
tion of the kinematically caused error.23
Now, the performance analysis in Figure 10
showed that the complete RUMHI correction signifi-
cantly increases the result quality of the coarse simu-
lation with C. Thereby, the savings in the needed
effort compared to a sufficiently fine reference simu-
lation with R are solely resulting from the load-steps
that are not calculated in the coarse analysis. Hence,
there is a linear gain in efficiency that is directly quan-
tifiable by the savings in CPU time
tCPU,C ¼
1
Fsave
tCPU,R with Fsave ¼
R
C
ð26Þ
Despite that, the mapping capabilities are still
impaired by resolution limitations which express
themselves in a misdistribution and a minor erroneous
amount of the provided heat. Therefore, if possible, a
total omission of reference-like fine analyses may not
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be advisable but a utilization of these high-effort cal-
culations may be reduced to more rare simulation pur-
poses like confirmation or verification studies. On the
other hand, in case of multirun simulations-like opti-
mization or parameter studies, using the correction will
yield a considerable decrease of simulation time to find
the results of interest for which in turn a concluding
check by a reference analysis is recommended too. As
always, the final decision about an appropriate tem-
poral discretization surely depends on every specific
application itself but with the RUMHI correction a
tool is given to use coarse time-step sizes more often.
Last but not least, it is important to emphasize once
more that the presented correction in fact only adjust
the Neumann boundary condition representing the
moving load with regard to the provided energy. A
further application of the method in field problems of
other physics therefore should be possible in principal,
at least whilst their time constants also allow neglect
the transient integration error and with that enable a
temporal coarse discretized transient simulation.
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